WHAT ARE THE WARFIGHTER’S REQUIREMENTS?

• Getting to/around the theater of operations quickly
• Lethal precision/survivable (within reason)
• Utility, weight of individual equipment is critical
• Network is cyber “center of gravity”
• Operate in complex, harsh terrain

SO WHAT:
✓ Modernization and/or Recap??
✓ Break IT “Silos”
✓ Ruggedized Individual Kit
✓ Hybrid War Application
✓ Requirement to “in the hands of” timeline – new paradigm
NDIA OBSERVATIONS TODAY

• Sustainment, training, education up front (Include RC, ARFORGEN)
• Joint distributed ops (JDO)
• Tough choices: modernization or force structure, readiness
• Engage NCO’s, CO grade off, maint WO’s
• “Expeditionary” (Land Forces)